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Obsessive. Toxic. Ice Princess. Witch. Jewell King ignored the epithets slung at her behind her

back. Hell, after six, or was it seven, personal security officers asked to be reassigned rather than

continue to guard her 24/7, maybe she deserved the names. She didn't care. Good riddance.

Well...the last one had kinda weaseled his way into her daily routine with his compulsive cleaning

and insistence on health foods. When he left, she noticed and wasÃ¢â‚¬Â¦hurt. But that didn't

matter. She had no time for emotions. Handling the information and data systems for Guardian

required 28 hour days and triple her current staff. On her shoulders rested the weight of defending

Guardian against a brilliant hacker determined to take down all billionaire David Xavier had built and

destroy her family in the process. He'd tried before. She had frustrated his first attempt by the

slimmest of margins. This time heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d made it personal and he just might succeed.   Zane

Reynolds waded through several weeksÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ worth of empty energy drink cans, cast off candy

wrappers and stale pizza boxes, and viewed Jewell's office with a resigned sense of deja vu. He

was backÃ¢â‚¬â€•against his will and despite his best efforts to stay as far away from Jewell as he

could get. The fact she hated him would make Jewell a difficult assignment. He should walk away

like all the others, except he couldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t. HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d seen through the womanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

veneer and had witnessed the true kindness of the person hiding under the beautiful, yet caustic

faÃƒÂ§ade. This time, Zane had non-negotiable conditions before he'd agree to return as Jewell

King's personal security, and he told the CEO of Guardian as much. This time, he was doing things

his way.
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I loved this book by the fantastic author Kris Michaels. If I could give it more than the 5* that are

allowed it would have to be at least a 12 if not more. This is book 8 of the fantastic Guardian series

that has already brought us the siblings Jared, Joseph, Jacob, Jason, jasmine and now Jewell with

Justin and jade being the last two siblings to get books.This was an amazing book that sees Jewell

pitted against a brilliant hacker that had tried once to take down David Xavier and is trying again

since the Bratvata was taken down in chief's book. Jewell is a computer whizz who is working every

hour in the day to not only write programmes so no one can get through again but also tracking this

cyber terrorist. She works hard, sometimes sleeps at her desk but also wishes there were more like

36 hours in a day.Zane was tasked to protecting Jewell the first time, then without saying goodbye,

left to take another job. Now the risk has come back he has been reassigned back to protect Jewell,

to take care of her well-being and maybe not, but to tell the brothers exactly what they are doing

wrong for Jewell. She maybe the one person he wants to get close to. I really loved Jewell and if

she was real would be an interesting day every day. I loved her dad's, her witty remarks and her

way of thinking something but actually saying it which made me laugh on more than one

occasion.Between them can they stop this hacker before everything goes wrong, can Zane live with

his demons from being an assassin to be with Jewell? This is a book that's a must read. If you

haven't read the others in this incredible series then I would thoroughly recommend them and you

will be waiting with baited breath for the next book to come out. I can't say enough how much this

book got me rereading it again just in case I missed something the first time. Congratulations Kris

on another great book and here's to the next one. I voluntarily reviewed this book as an advanced

reader copy

This is a very good one, continuing the Guardian adventures. Jewell King is the Tech Queen,

running all aspects of the Guardian virtual world. She is overworked, underappreciated and babied

by her brothers.Zane Reynolds is a former ghost and is now working as Jewell's PSO, aka

bodyguard. When he left her earlier, it niggled at her consciousness and she was hurt. When the



hacker's threat arises, Jason calls Zane back to look after her. When he lets it be known that he has

feelings for her, the predictable chaos erupts from the brothers. Zane is their match, however. An

unexpected ally appears in Joseph, who knows Zane as well as he knows himself.Finding the

hacker becomes job one for all of them because he has threatened the family. Michaels does a very

good job of showing Zane's feelings as well as Jewell's and that makes the story more enjoyable.

Unfortunately, we see where the next story will come from; the threat has not been eliminated yet.

The family - all of the family - will rise to help the target escape.

This is one of my favorite series. Jewell has let everyone rule her life and is now ready to take

command of her own destiny. Yes, she is a geek, yes, she has trouble relating to humans, but she

rocks! There is the required romance (all a little quick), there is action, and it is not all physical. You

get a real glimpse into the world of the dark web and how devastating a hacker can be. This

appears to be the lead up to the most anticipated of the series - Jade! Since all of her brothers are

afraid of her Jade sounds like my type of woman. Jewell really surprises her brothers and proves

she is not the weak link in the family. Excellent book.

Kris Michaels has killed me again. I have died and gone to heaven. Her stories about the Kings are

lethal to my bedtime. I really enjoy this series and am looking forward to the next book. I liked the

fact Zane and Jewell knew each other and had some history in previous books. Adding in the

appearence of the brothers just makes this better and better in my opinion. Jewell is such a

believeable person for me. A lot of us are "socially awkward penguines", social interaction is difficult

for us as it is easy to blurt out the wrong thing at the wrong time. This trait actually endeared Jewell

to me making this book much more special. I can't wait for Jade to tell her story.

Kris Michaels is, without a doubt, one of the best romance authors there is! Every book she's written

is on my 'favorites' list and my 'gotta read this again' list. Jewell, the independent, nerdy, computer

geek sister of the King family has met her match in her personal security officer, Zane. Jewell has a

hacker sending threats to her and the Guardian family. Zane has a past he's trying to keep in the

past. Together they explode in passion. Nail biting suspense follows them as the hacker seeks his

vengeance on the Guardians. Love this book! This series! This author!

Jewell Book 8 in the awesome The Kings of Guardian series was GREAT! Jewell and Zane bought

all the hotness we have come to love from Kris Michaels. Jewell is a spitfire computer geek and



Zane (who we all thought was a pushover) blows your flip flops slap off! Love the honesty and

caring they have with each other and how they work together to bring down evil.As always Kris has

us anxiously waiting to see what the next book will bring. If the epilogue stays true to form...Book 9

is going to be just as awesome as the previous eight books!!!

As always, Kris knocks it out of the park with Jewel's story. I am without adequate words besides

awesome, amazing, thrilling, sexy, edge-of-your-seat-the-entire-time. Bottom line, if you haven't

read her books or you are on the fence, do yourself a favor and one-click the hell out of anything

you can get your hands on. She has a gift!

Absolutely loved this book! It's everything and more of the description! It had me from the first page.

I've read this series from the beginning and each book just gets better. If you have not read anything

from this author you should. She is an exceptional author. You will not be disappointed!
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